AASHWASAN ON WINGS
- An initiative to create a ﬁeld of transformation in the world

Aashwasan is a Spiritual ScienceTM organization whose very purpose

geographies that we have been to take a life-changing journey of

on the planet is to transform lives. Founded and guided by the Spiritual

personal transformation and develop a deep sense of connection with

Scientist and Social Innovator, Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa, Aashwasan has

themselves and others. These individual shifts as they gain momentum

evolved as a path breaking movement worldwide reaching out to

will help create a ﬁeld of transformation in the world and make it

thousands of people in the last 13 years.

possible for a collective shift in consciousness to happen.

Keeping with the purpose of Aashwasan, an initiative called

The Zero Frequency sessions facilitated by Ms. Rashmi Aiyyapa at

‘Aashwasan on Wings’ with the event series ‘INSPIRIT with

these events took people beyond time and space - into a world yet

Rashmi Aiyyapa’ has been launched to accelerate the transformation

undiscovered. It connected them to their deepest experiences, to their

of people across the globe and help people get in touch with Who

uniqueness, assuring them and giving them hope at the same time.

they are in their essence. It was heartwarming to see people in the

selves. Their innermost fears, inquiries about life journeys and deepest
quests found an answer that empowered them. People shared that
it was a truly unique experience and left them with a deep sense of
assurance and hope. The entire ambiance was that of gratitude as many
acknowledged and were deeply thankful to Ms. Rashmi and others who
were instrumental in them being part of this momentous evening. The
evening of 28th April became a turning point in many lives. A journey
that began as a possibility culminated into a destined reality.

Some experiences as shared by the
participants:

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN
Malaysia- 28th April 2018

Inspirit with Rashmi Aiyappa held at Pullman Hotel, Jalan Conlay,
Kuala Lumpur was a much eagerly awaited event which began with
a profound introduction to Ms. Rashmi followed by a presentation by
Aashwasan which opened up a lot of unknown and unexplored sides of
life and creation. People were prepared soulfully to be open to receive
the gift of transformation. As the Zero Frequency session started, a deep
silence engulfed the room as if individuals were reﬂecting on their inner

"We are always in our own world and going through same imaginations,
beliefs and judgments in life. And then suddenly when we meet Rashmi
it remind us that life is more beautiful than this and don’t just go with the
ﬂow but stop for a second and be present and be alive" shared a doctor.
"AASHWASAN truly means solace to my family and me. When we
were going through a difﬁcult period in our life, like a beacon showing
us light and guidance, Rashmi came into our lives. She has instilled faith

being that enabled them to connect to their deepest experiences.

and reassurance and helped us evolve and change beautifully as a family.

In the exchange session afterwards, hearts poured out. People expressed

and live life fully, happily. "I feel bliss. I feel I found my guide," shared

what they felt and the expressions gave them a glimpse of their deeper

a teacher.
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We are indebted to Rashmi for helping us see challenges as opportunities

Pune -2nd June 2018
The evening of June 2nd unfolded yet another dimension of life in the city

Some experiences as shared by
the participants:

of Pune. Intrigue and hope brought people from different parts of India to

"The title has been justiﬁed. Aashwasan has just opened up my mind,

the quiet, simple and poised ambience of Hotel Westin where the event

enlightened my soul and enabled me to see a new *Realm of Possibilities*

"Beyond Time and Space into the World Undiscovered - Inspirit" with

which can create a happier and healthier world. I believe Rashmi

Rashmi Aiyappa was to be held.

Aiyappa is a gift to this world. Her passion to contribute in the well-

Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa, the spiritual scientist and facilitator of the event

which can rejuvenate the hope for many people. I am blessed that with

opened conversations which brought out innumerable questions that

the causeless mercy of Almighty I got the opportunity to witness the

being of humanity through multiple healing methodologies is something

lay buried deep in the hearts and minds of all who sat there. Intricate
mechanisms of human system were explained and perspectives came
forth to understand the impact of human conditioning on the bodymind. The inquiry opened people to the real side of life – the experience.
Rashmi took them through the silent experiential journey into their
Inﬁnity. Customized especially to address the participants’ unique
issues, the Zero Frequency session brought a tangible experience in the
body, mind and the inner being. As they shared their experience of the
evening, it felt as if hope was speaking through their hearts.

energy of AASHWASAN. I would always look forward to sharing this
experience with people so that they can also get an opportunity to lead a
happier and healthier life" - shared a health and wellness expert
"We had a lot of fun. We learned a lot of things. There were a lot of
questions that were answered. A lot of experiences of other people were
shared. The surprising thing was - HIV from one generation to the other
was cured. One generation
was HIV positive and the
next generation was HIV
negative. That was really

The evening ended with people meeting Rashmi Aiyappa one on one,
clarifying their doubts, discussing their individualistic issues, inquiring
about possible solutions for their chronic illnesses and the next steps

amazing! A lot of miracles!
You should keep up the good
work" - shared two young
girls of 17 and 11.

in their life.

The next destination point...
Aashwasan’s journey to touch lives and make a difference by planting seeds of transformation across the world continues to yet another destination,
the United States of America. Various upcoming events in the ‘INSPIRIT with Rashmi Aiyappa’’ series are to be held in New York, North Carolina,
and San Francisco from the mid of July 2018 to the beginning of August 2018.
Please reach out to us for more details:
USA - Phone : +646 462 4232 | Email: usa@aashwasan.com
India - Mob: +91 9731301014/17/20 | Email: events@aashwasan.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Aashwasangroup/
Web: www.aashwasan.com

